
The Wolf Man

The Werewolf

In Brief
Larry Talbot returns to the family estate in Wales after having spent 18 years in the
United States. He's now the heir to the family estate after the death of his elder brother
John. His father, Sir John Talbot, welcomes him back warmly and he soon settles into
local life. Larry takes an interest in a local girl, Gwen Conliff, but while walking her and
her friend home late one evening is bitten by a wolf. Fables and myths abound about
werewolves, beasts that are half-man and half-wolf. For Larry, those myths may be all
too real.

The original lycanthrope film, discounting the 1935 Werewolf of London, the recently
remade Wolf Man stars Lon Chaney Jr. In the role he was thereafter forever destined to
be associated with: the unfortunate man-beast Larry Talbot. Directed by George
Waggner from a Curt Siodmak script, the film co-stars those other Universal horror
icons Claude Rains and Bela Lugosi.

USA | 1941 | 70 minutes

In 1941, Universal Pictures released the last of their truly great monster movies,
The Wolf Man. Operating in the red most of the thirties, Universal's pocketbook
needed a new monster and a new monster star. It had been a decade since the
initial box office boom of Dracula, but Bela Lugosi's star had fallen considerably
since and he was not considered a bankable lead. Boris Karloff's last picture as a
monster was 1939's Son of Frankenstein  and he felt he had become too old to
play monsters, nor did he want to any longer. Stepping into the shoes worn before
both Karloff and Lugosi by his very own father, was Lon Chaney Jr. After displaying
considerable acting chops in the widely acclaimed Of Mice and Men and showing
the exec's at Universal that he could do horror with Man-Made Monster, he was
cast in the role that made him famous, Larry Talbot, the Wolf Man.

The film was shot on what was considered a B-grade budget, but it was certainly
not B-grade in its quality. The cast was full of Oscar winners and nominees like
Claude Rains (The Invisible Man, Casablanca), highly respected actor's actors like
Maria Ouspenskaya, and horror veterans like Ralph Bellamy (Ghost of Frankenstein)
and Bela Lugosi. Bellamy was an Oscar nominee, too, if you are keeping track. The
cinematography and score are both some of the finest in any of the Universal
monster movies and the script by Curt Siodmak was so rich and well written that
some of the concepts he invented for the film have taken root in many of our
minds as real, old-world werewolf folkore.

The setting of the film is a purposefully ambiguous Euro-British village in a make-believe version of the present (1941). By contrast, in
this happy and fictitious setting there is no world-war being waged, as there was in the real world of 1941. Ironically, production of The
Wolf Man took place over three weeks in November, wrapping a matter of days before the December 7 attack on Pearl Harbor. The film
was intended to be a fairy tale (see the bold, capitalized word LEGEND in the opening shot of a dictionary entry), a complete fiction and
total entertainment. I suppose the studio heads at Universal felt that the fictional horrors of The Wolf Man would be at odds with the real
horrors of World War II.

As our story opens, Larry Talbot, second son of Sir John Talbot (Claude Rains) is returning to the village of his birth to claim his right as
heir to the Talbot fortune and title. Larry had left home to find his own way in America for seventeen years as his older brother was being
groomed to become Lord Talbot. A briefly mentioned hunting accident ended his brother's life making Larry the number one son and
heir. His stay in America helps explain his lack of British dialect. In Siodmak's original script, Larry's last name was Gill and was an American
mechanic installing a telescope in Talbot Castle. Studio heads felt a father-son story line would be more effective and the script was
summarily "fixed."

Larry and his father pledge to let their strained relationship be buried in the past as they forged a new, closer father-son bond. Much regret
is felt from both Larry and Sir John and the two actors work very comfortably together. No mention is made of Lady Talbot, but I always
assumed she was a big, raw-boned gal based upon Larry's size and Sir John's small stature. If you pay close attention, Sir John does refer
to a big Talbot ancestor, but if you blink, you miss the moment. Repeated watchings really pay off. It's hard to believe Claude Rains sired
Lon Chaney Jr. but the moments between the two actors are so earnest you forget about their physical dissimilarity.

Credits
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The Wolf Man
Larry almost immediately becomes smitten with Gwen Conliffe (Evelyn Ankers) the
daughter of the village antiques dealer. Chaney and Ankers have wonderful chemistry
and appeared in many more films together after The Wolf Man. (Reportedly, the two
were never fond of one another based upon their first encounter revolving around
Ankers being given Chaney's dressing room. Chaney apparently liked to drink and
break things and the studio wanted a more subdued tenant). In the famous scene
where Larry and Gwen meet, Larry purchases a silver, wolf-headed cane that would
seal his destiny. (Destiny by the way, was the film's working title.)

Larry accompanies Gwen and her hapless friend Jenny to a swingin' gypsy camp
outside town to have their fortunes told. Haplessly enough, Jenny is separated from her
friends and is attacked by gypsy Bela Lugosi in the form of a wolf. Okay, it was actually
a German Shepherd named Moose; they couldn't find a wolf who could act the part.
Larry, being the good guy and sympathetic hero type he is, hears Jenny's cries and
runs to her aid, beating the "wolf" to death with his cane. In the fray, Bela the Wolf bites
Larry.

Enter Maria Ouspenskaya as Maleva, Bela's withered, wrinkled and wise old gypsy
mother. Maleva seems to know everything there is about werewolves and dispenses
her knowledge with some of Siodmak's best written lines. At this point the character
of Maleva becomes the emotional and spiritual mother figure to Claude Rains' father
of intellect and reason. One of the best acting moments in the film takes place when
Sir John is confronted by Maleva right before the big climax. Emotion and intellect
square off in the personages and talents of two of the finest actors in Hollywood at the
time. That is certainly not B-grade quality. It also foreshadowed the showdown that
was about to occur in Larry's own torn-apart life.

The theme of duality is strong in this Jeckyll and Hyde retelling. Good and evil, love and resentment, tenderness and violence all bubble
beneath the surface of Larry Talbot. In the earlier script I mentioned, more emphasis was placed on Larry's psyche. It was unclear in that
script whether he was really a werewolf or just believed it to the point of "running around on all fours baying at the moon." Many of the
pop-psychology references from the earlier version remained and helped elevate the script beyond a simple rampaging monster story.

By modern standards the makeup for The Wolf Man is a little hokey. It's been said that Lon Chaney Jr. looks more like a wild boar than a
wolf. Consider that makeup magician Jack Pierce who was responsible for Frankenstein, the Mummy and many other Universal monsters
was working "out of the kit" using materials like yak hair, collodion, spirit gum and cotton, and the makeup becomes more impressive.
No cool CGI or even the animatronics used so effectively in An American Werewolf in London were available in 1941. Maybe the largest
factor in the appearance of the Wolf Man is censorship. The MPPDA (the MPAA of it's day) would not allow him to look "too" bestial,
otherwise we might have seen a radically different werewolf. Maybe one closer to the man-beasts of The Howling. The MPPDA would
also not allow direct man-to-wolf transformations. That worked out better for the film because the big transformation scene is saved until
it is the most poignant when Larry Talbot dies and goes from wolf-to-man.

"Larry Talbot DIES!? You ruined the whole movie for me!!" Relax. You know you can't keep a good monster down. Larry miraculously
survived; in fact he survived to appear in four more films and finally got to play the hero in his final appearance in Abbott and Costello
Meet Frankenstein saving pudgy Lou from a fate worse than death. Go Larry!

The Wolf Man is truly one of the greatest horror films of the ages. On the Mt. Rushmore of movie monsters, Larry Talbot would have the
Thomas Jefferson spot up there next to Dracula, Frankenstein and The Mummy. By the way, if you are wondering what became of Larry
Talbot after his film career was over, he did just fine. He's currently on a shelf in my living room with a freshly stitched shirt, ready and
waiting for my little boy to fall in love with him just like his daddy did.

Jason Jones (www.classic-horror.com)
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Werewolf of London

The Werewolf

In Brief
Dr. Wilfred Glendon returns to London with a rare flower he discovered in Tibet.
He also returns with the bite of a werewolf, which causes him to change into one
himself during a full moon. Only the juice from his new flower can provide a
temporary antidote. But the disease puts a strain on his relationship with his wife;
worse, she's still in love with her old beau. Meanwhile, the flower has attracted
the attention of the mysterious Dr. Yogami from Tibet.

The original, less well known 'American Werewolf in London' film  was Universal
Studios’ first attempt at creating a werewolf franchise.  It failed of course, but it’s
an interesting failure.  Although it’s not nearly as well-known as The Wolf Man, it
still has enough memorable moments for any werewolf aficionado to sit up and
take notice.  

USA | 1935 | 75 minutes

Turn-of-the-century London was deemed the cradle of civilization, the place of Society--that
anomalous animal that Oscar Wilde castrated with his pen. The wealthy, noble, or otherwise
important who had charm were taken into London society, usually by busybody hostesses
with no greater use for their scant brains and plentiful money; to no longer be invited to
parties, to be excommunicated from London society, was as frightening as death to some.
Perhaps when one's personality has been substituted by social banter to lose society is death.

So much for London. Now about the werewolf. That is Dr. Glendon, a very serious biologist
with a too-severe work ethic. He journeyed to Tibet and acquired two things: a rare flower
never before studied under lab conditions and the bite of a werewolf. He has filled his life
with his obsession with flowers, not the least of which is his much younger wife. She is indeed
a flower, pretty with gowns always reminiscent of floral petals and hats of the floral center. She
is being neglected for the new flower, about which Glendon is eager to study and publish his
findings lest anyone get in before him. The more obsessivedly he studies his plant, the further
he withdraws from society; the further he withdraws from society, the more he seems to
become a monster, an outsider, the other. And once the full moon rises, his monstrous quality
becomes literal.

Glendon's major flaw is not his distance from London society, but his distance from society in general. He obsesses over his work and
never talks to anyone. He makes clear that he's frightened his data will be stolen from him; perhaps he keeps silent entirely out of scientific
ambition. Yet, if he would confide in his wife or his professional friends, he may have been helped before the lycanthropy overpowered
him. He confides in no-one. The less he confides, the more distant people become; the more distant they become, the more irascible he
becomes and the more distance still is put between he and his social circle. This is especially the case with his wife. Every other character
in the film is social; they all have someone to talk to or confide in. Even the drunken old ladies who appear for comic relief, however
neglected and abandoned, have each other. Other people keep us human. But Glendon walks alone. He is, yes, a lone wolf.

London society takes the form of a circle of social elites generally organized around a busybody socialite named Ettie Coombes with more
gusto and money than brains. She's responsible for the forward motion, the pace, the smooth linking of much of the film and its
characters; without her the film would be very plodding indeed. Ettie, as the symbol of London society, is about the polar opposite of
Glendon. She wants to be surrounded with interesting people constantly; she has no thoughts of her own, but delights in everyone
else's. Not surprisingly, Ettie is the first person to see Glendon as a wolfman. As Dr. Glendon withdraws from society, she begins hooking
Mrs. Glendon, Lisa, up with Paul Ames, a childhood sweetheart and much more social person. Paul becomes the pseudo-hero, hunting
the wolfman and trying to steal Dr. Glendon's wife, without ever realizing both actions are bound up together. He is the cause of Glendon's
further distancing from his wife.

One imagines Dr. Glendon must have been enjoyable to be around at some point. His wife is not really a trophy wife. She's younger, but
she isn't stupid. She really loves her husband. She is, however, rather juvenile. The film takes place largely over a four day period. One
would think her husband had been neglecting her for months by the way she reacts, but he's only just begun studying this plant. When
he asks her to be patient, it's hardly a major request, even if he did just return from a probably lengthy voyage to Tibet. Ettie's
orchestrations and the presence of Paul are largely responsible for Lisa's increasing discontent with Glendon. Were she more patient
and understanding, Glendon may have confided in her. His jealousy over Paul and her need to constantly be in society makes him more
distant.
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Werewolf of London
Such is the tragedy of Werewolf of London. It is a tale of two monsters, the werewolf
and London society. My sympathies lie squarely with the tragic monster of the
werewolf, a sensitive man who loves flowers, science, and his wife. I have said
nothing of the real villain of the film, Dr. Yogami, the original werewolf who is also
after the plant for its medicinal properties as the sole antidote to lycanthropy and
steals the plant from Glendon. He curiously gets sucked into London society and is
much more clever at playing social. He is never suspected. He is more peripheral
and a bit of a contrast to Glendon, but essentially in the same situation: a werewolf
desperate for a cure.

As is generally the case with Universal horror films, Werewolf of London is a
character-based story. It has the sensitivity to individual personality of a play; not
coincidentally, Universal scripts were generally based upon plays or written by
playwrights. The horror of a monster invades seamlessly the character dramas. The
fascinating characters of this story, particularly the upbeat Ettie and the decidedly
lowbeat Glendon, creates a strong and deep horror film that really holds up. Holds
up? Forgive me, I mean to say, "They don't make 'em like this anymore."

Jared Roberts

Sound and make-up

Jack Pierce's original werewolf design for Henry Hull was identical to the one used
later in The Wolf Man, but it was rejected in favor of a minimalist approach that was
less obscuring to facial expressions. Hull was unwilling to spend hours having
makeup applied.[1] The werewolf's howl was an audio blend of Hull and a recording
of an actual timber wolf, an approach which was never duplicated in any
subsequent werewolf film. Also, at the beginning of the film, the supposed "Tibetan"
spoken by villagers in the movie is actually Cantonese; Henry Hull is otherwise just
muttering gibberish in his responses to them.

Reaction

The movie was regarded at the time as too similar to Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde with Fredric March, which had been released only three years
before, and flopped at the box-office, but has been regarded by cinema historians as an imaginative classic. One striking similarity
between the two films is that each time the man becomes a monster, the monster looks markedly more monstrous than the time before,
a feature found in Robert Louis Stevenson's novella Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde as well as most of the movies based upon it.

Legacy

The film's title inspired at least two other pop culture entries: Warren Zevon's 1978 hit song, "Werewolves of London"; and the 1981 film,
An American Werewolf in London.
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The Curse of the Werewolf

The Werewolf

In Brief
Cast out, the girl finds sanctuary with Don Alfredo Corledo and his servant Teresa
who nurse her through her pregnancy and deliver the child which arrives with a
rather bizarre noise from outside and, when he is baptised, the font begins behaving
rather strangely with a face appearing in the water prior to the priest completing the
baptism.  The child, Leon, is raised as Don Alfredo's own but seems to have a bizarre
longing for blood after having drunk from a squirrel that Don Alfredo's groundsman
shot.  Leon's behaviour becomes increasingly strange as he grows up, especially
when the moon is full and the hair that was on the palms of his hands when he was a
child becomes increasingly evident.

Using Iberian sets left from an abortive film about the Spanish Inquisition, this 1961
Hammer adaptation of Guy Endore’s The Werewolf of Paris showcases the talents of
then-rising star Oliver Reed and director Terence Fisher, here demonstrating his
mastery of the Gothic form. Warren Mitchell co-stars as the peasant sheep-herder
Pepe.

UK | 1961 | 91 minutes

Despite being formed in 1935 it would not be until the latter end of the fifties that
Britain’s legendary Hammer Film Productions would rise to global prominence on
the back of their wildly successful trio of gothic horror films –   The Curse Of
Frankenstein (1957), Horror Of Dracula (1958) and The Mummy (1959) all directed
by the great Terence Fisher and starring the incomparable duo of Peter Cushing
and Christopher Lee.   Beneath their glorious Technicolor, Hammer’s Dracula,
Frankenstein and Mummy pictures essentially constituted vibrant, unique revisions
of the classic Universal horror pictures of the thirties.   Bearing this in mind it is
therefore perhaps logical that as the fifties passed into the sixties and Hammer
embarked on their second wave of gothic horror pictures, they would seek to
complete their revisionist tour of the classic Universal monsters.

This would be duly achieved in 1961 and 1962 when Hammer unleashed both
their largely forgotten adaptation of The Phantom Of The Opera and of course Curse Of The Werewolf both of which were scripted by
Anthony Hinds (under his famed John Elder pseudonym) and directed by the great Terence Fisher.   In the eyes of many Curse Of The
Werewolf constituted Hammer’s own answer to the Universal horror classic The Wolf Man (1941) starring Lon Chaney Jr.   Unlike the
other Universal horrors, putting their own unique gothic spin on The Wolf Man presented a problem for Hammer due to the fact that
unlike the other Universal horror pictures it was based upon an original screenplay and not adapted from a literary source which Hammer
could simply purchase the rights for.   Therefore Hammer instead produced their own classic addition to the cinematic lycanthropy cycle,
based rather loosely upon Guy Endore’s novel The Werewolf Of Paris.   Despite being (some would say rather surprisingly) Hammer’s
singular werewolf effort, The Curse Of The Werewolf is widely regarded as one of the classics from the studios second wave of gothic
horror films and would arguably propel its young star Oliver Reed onto the road to international stardom.

Set in the 18th century, Curse Of The Werewolf takes place in the Spanish town of Santa Vera where a travelling beggar prevails upon
the court of the towns wicked Marques for their charity and is duly humiliated hen left to rot in the dungeons.   Years later a mute serving
wench (Romain) also falls foul of the Marques and is also thrown into the dungeon where the now crazed beggar savagely rapes her.
Some time later the servant girl, now pregnant following her ordeal, is found wandering in the forest by kind-hearted nobleman Don
Alfredo who takes her into his care.

The girl eventually gives birth to a son of Christmas Day which according to ancient beliefs is considered to be an affront to God, the child
is christened with the name Leon.   Don Alfredo brings up Leon as his own son and is both amazed and horrified to discover that on every
night of the full moon Leon transforms into a wolf-like monster and is responsible for the killings of local farmers livestock.   Fortunately
the local priest (Gabriel) is something of an expert on the subject of werewolves and advises Don Alfredo that Leon’s bestial alter ego
can be kept at bay by feelings of comfort and love, whilst by contrast feelings of hatred, anger and greed will bring his animalistic instincts
to the fore.

In time and with his adoptive father’s kindly guiding hand, Leon (played by Oliver Reed) grows into a fine young man and soon leaves
home in order to seek his fortune.   Leon eventually finds himself working in the vineyards of wealthy aristocrat Don Fernando (Solon)
and soon falls in love with his employers beautiful daughter Cristina (Feller).   While Cristina reciprocates Leon’s love, unfortunately she
is already betrothed to another.   Leon’s frustration eventually ;leads to anger causing him to transform into his werewolf alter ego and
embark of a brutal killing spree.   As the net closes in on Leon a distraught Don Alfredo realise that there may be only one way to cure
his adopted son of this dreadful affliction.
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The Curse of the Werewolf
Less a straightforward horror film than it is a lavish period tragedy with horrific
underpinnings, The Curse Of The Werewolf sees Hammer adhere to several established
clichés of the werewolf picture whilst also rather deftly establishing one or two new
ones of its own.   In a rather groundbreaking twist on the standard formula lycanthropy
is presented not as a disease but as an accursed birthright, Leon’s werewolf alter ego is
also treated differently in itself in that far from being inescapable his bestial instincts can
be suppressed by the feelings of inner peace and comfort bought about by love, whilst
the directly contrasting emotions of anger, rage and frustration have precisely the
opposite effect.   In this respect The Curse Of The Werewolf is unique for its era in that
Leon is largely, albeit subconsciously in control of his own fate, his transformation into
the werewolf dependent not just on the occurrence of a   full moon but also upon Leon’s
inner emotional state at the time.   Personally speaking I have little hesitation in
heralding these highly effective and ingenious innovations to cinematic werewolf lore
as one of screenwriter Anthony Hinds singular greatest achievements.

Stylistically speaking The Curse Of The Werewolf is nothing short of a triumph.   While
the films British origins shine through blatantly, Hammer’s legendary Bray Studio’s
stomping ground doubles up superbly as period Spain with Fisher’s direction, top notch
costume design and the sterling work of veteran cinematographer Arthur Grant’s
combining to create a visually splendid continental tinted take on Hammer’s trademark
gothic style.   Additionally The Curse Of The Werewolf easily ranks as one of the most
brutal of Hammer’s early gothic horror pictures and would fall afoul of the British
censors who would insist on heavy cuts totalling several minutes.   Unfortunately The
Curse Of The Werewolf would languish in this heavily censored state for many years
until a 1994 BBC television airing finally restored all of the material initially cut back in
the sixties, most notably the gory detail of Leon’s surprisingly brutal werewolf attacks.  

Yet for all its dark gothic trappings and (for the time) shockingly overt brutality, The Curse Of The Werewolf is ultimately a tragedy at heart
with Leon registering as an accursed and ultimately sympathetic figure.   For this to work in practise obviously requires a strong central
performance and fortunately a young Oliver Reed, in one of his first significant roles, delivers just that.   Although not introduced until
the halfway point Reed does a great job of painting Leon not as a villain, but as a personable, good natured young man who is ultimately
condemned to a second existence of bloodlust and bestial violence by a tragic combination of horrific birthright and unfortunate
circumstance.   While Reed was evidently not the finished article at this point in his career his excellent portrayal of Leon certainly
confirmed him as a commanding screen presence capable of conveying both pathos and menace with equally satisfying effect.   Yet even
Reed is outdone by his veteran co-star Clifford Evans who gives a touching and wonderfully subtle performance as Leon’s adoptive
father who finds himself emotionally distraught yet steeled in his resolve that in order to end his sons misery he must forego parental
love and kill him.

Unfortunately The Curse Of The Werewolf while highly effective is sadly a deeply flawed film.   Despite being beautifully crafted and
powerfully performed The Curse Of The Werewolf is sadly impeded by its leisurely and often completely tepid pacing.   The blame for
this principally lies at the door of Hinds’ excessively rambling screenplay but Terence Fisher must also shoulder some of the blame.   While
Fisher wa arguably the greatest of all British horror filmmakers, when it came to pacing his films appropriately he could sometimes be
inconsistent and The Curse Of The Werewolf suffers more in that respect than most with Fisher displaying little of the directorial fire that
characterised his best Hammer work such as Dracula: Prince Of Darkness (1966) and The Devil Rides Out (1968).   While the two
aforementioned Fisher/Hammer efforts swept along, in contrast The Curse Of The Werewolf moves at what could most kindly be
described as a canter with Reed not even appearing until roughly the halfway mark after over forty minutes of sluggish (if mostly
engaging) narrative exposition and character establishment.   The extended prologue detailing Leon’s lurid conception is a particularly
guilty offender.   Whilke the whole sequence indisputably drips with that heady Hammer atmosphere it simply goes on far, far too long.
Given the quality of Reed and Evans’ central performances plus the deft realisation of both the horror and affecting tragedy at the stories
heart, it really is a crying shame that much more screen time could not have been dedicated to the adult Leon and the gradual emergence
of his inner werewolf persona.        

When you stop to consider that Hammer sustained their Dracula and Frankenstein cycles across a long-running series of hit and miss
sequels, it is perhaps surprising that they would only produce the one, singular werewolf movie.   Indeed werewolves found themselves
somewhat short-changed during the British horror genres “golden age” with the only other true British lycanthrope horror efforts of the
period being Amicus’ fitfully entertaining werewolf whodunit The Beast Must Die and Tyburn’s Legend Of The Werewolf (1975) which also
based itself loosely upon Guy Endore’s The Werewolf Of Paris.   Therefore in the absence of much competition The Curse Of The Werewolf
stands as easily the most accomplished British werewolf film of its period.   Yet at the same time Fisher’s film is only a semi-classic, its
excellence in terms of style and performance often unfortunatewly counteracted by the narratives tendency to take an inordinate amount
of time to go nowhere in particular.  

However, if one can forgive the inarguably sluggish pacing The Curse Of The Werewolf remains easily one of the most thoroughly
absorbing and worthy additions to Hammer’s second wave of period gothic horror films.   Stylistically speaking the film is beautifully
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The Curse of the Werewolf
crafted and thanks in no small part to the Reed’s brooding intensity the inherent sense of tragedy at the heart of Leon’s lycanthropic plight
is realised is a simultaneously horrific yet genuinely affecting way, lending a welcome touch of pathos to an otherwise dark and often
brutal tale.   It is therefore no small shame that the singular lack of urgency that afflicts both the screenplay and Fisher’s direction
ultimately sees The Curse Of The Werewolf wind up as just a reasonably impressive film as opposed to a truly classic one.   Yet while the
lethargic pace ultimately precludes The Curse Of The Werewolf from inclusion amongst the cream of the Hammer crop, in many respects
the studios sole foray into werewolf country remains a rich, vibrant and essential addition to that particular subgenre of horror cinema,
offering much in the way of both innovation and entertainment value.

Jack Smith - The Celluloid Tomb

A Brief History of Hammer Films
Hammer Film Productions was founded in 1934 by William Hinds and his partners.
Over the years of production, they made comedies, dramas and television series but
the studio’s most famous mark on film-making and Hollywood has been the “Hammer
Horror” films. These particular films broke boundaries in what could be conveyed in
the horror film genre which had not been before and that was about sex, violence,
blood and gore amongst other things.

Interestingly enough, one of their first produced films, “The Mystery of Marie Celeste”
(1935), featured none other than Bela Lugosi. Based on the history of the real ship
called “Mary Celeste,” the film depicts a fictional story of what may have happened on
board the ship before it was found in Portugal without a crew. Contrary to the
assumption that Lugosi would reprise his vampyric role of “Dracula,” Lugosi plays a
mere mortal crew member in this film. But is he the cause of the mysterious murders
and disappearance happening on board?

Although Hammer Productions produced four films, the other three being of other film genres, “The Mystery of Marie Celeste” gave an
idea to what the studio would produce best. For a short time, Hammer Film Productions went bankrupt. But when they returned to
making films, their surprise big hit was a sci-fi horror film titled “The Quatermass Xperiment” (1955) that, by law, nobody under the age
of sixteen was permitted to see because it was rated “X” for its adult themes. It was follows by a sequel in 1957 titled, “Quatermass 2” which
was released the same year as Hammer’s “The Curse of Frankenstein.” In 1959, Hammer Films featured a six-part series of Frankenstein
films, which included actor Peter Cushing as “Baron Frankenstein.”

But the most internationally famous Hammer films are the ones starring then unknown British actor Christopher Lee. Lee was made into
a sensation when he appeared in a few titles as “Dracula.” As Lee desired to do other projects and found the Hammer Films to be less and
less concerned with the actors’ performances, Lee grew farther apart from Hammer. Lee’s last Hammer film as “Dracula” was “The Satanic
Rites of Dracula” (1973).

Sexuality was explored throughout the Hammer films – in “The Vampire Lovers” (1970), lesbianism is the main focus of the story. Nudity
was also featured when necessary in a few of the films including “Lust for a Vampire” (1971) where it was mostly female nudity shown
but tastefully done.

The iconic gory-sexual style of the “Hammer Horror “films have also inspired other filmmakers. It is said that Robert Englund, famous for
“Freddie” in “Nightmare on Elm Street” (1984), and director Dwight H. Little wanted to generate the feeling of the Hammer films in their
1989 adaptation of Gaston Leroux’s “The Phantom of the Opera.” Above the hauntingly romantic setting of the Englund/Little adaptation
is the signature Hammer gore with a closet full of dead rats erupting from La Carlotta’s closet and a brutally heinous and blood-dripping
murder of Joseph Buquet, amongst the film’s other violent sequences.

Today, Hammer Films still produces films that thrill and scare audiences around the world. Their most recent titles include, “The Resident”
(2007) with Christopher lee, “Let Me In” (2010) - the remake of the Swedish horror classic
“Let the Right One In” (2008), and “The Woman in Black” (2011).
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Mark of the Wolf Man

The Werewolf

In Brief
When a werewolf is accidentally revived by greedy gypsies, two romantic rivals join
a hunting party looking for wolves. When the werewolf attacks one of them, the
other one destroys it, but not before being bitten himself. Upon discovering that he
has now inherited the werewolf curse, he has his rival lock him in a cell in an
abandoned monastery. The rival then contacts a doctor who is believed to have
cure for lycanthropy, but it turns out the doctor is actually a vampire. Complications
ensue.

The first outing as werewolf Waldemar Daninsky from one-man Spanish horror
factory Jacinto Molina / Paul Naschy – a weightlifter who only took up the role after
Lon Chaney Jr. turned it down – this impressively mounted monster-fest, also
known as Frankenstein’s Bloody Terror and The Wolfman of Count Dracula, was
originally originally shown in 70mm with quadraphonic sound and precipitated a
whole cycle of Spanish horror films in the late 1960s and early 1970s, within which
Naschy played Dracula, The Mummy, The Hunchback, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and
just about all the other classic monsters.

Spain / West Germany | 1968 | 93 minutes

Paul Naschy

Paul Naschy (born Jacinto Molina, September 6, 1934, Madrid – November
30, 2009, Madrid) was a Spanish movie actor, screenwriter, and director
working primarily in horror films. His portrayals of numerous classic horror
figures—the wolfman, a hunchback, Count Dracula, a mummy—have
earned him recognition as the Spanish Lon Chaney. He was also known as
the "Boris Karloff of Spain" and he had one of the most recognizable faces
in Spanish horror film. King Juan Carlos I  presented Naschy with Spain's
Gold Medal Award for Fine Arts in 2001 in honor of his work. Paul Naschy
died in 2009 from pancreatic cancer.

Naschy's most famous characters

The werewolf Waldemar Daninsky is without a doubt Paul Naschy's most famous horror character, since he played Daninsky in 12 different
films. In fact, Naschy holds the record for playing a werewolf the most number of times, easily beating out the great Lon Chaney Jr. (who
played a Wolf Man only seven times during his career).

Unlike the Chaney Universal films, however, which formed a somewhat chronological storyline from picture to picture, Naschy's Daninsky
films were not connected to each other plotwise. Each film was more or less a free-standing story that was not meant to relate to the
other films in the series the way the old Lawrence Talbot movies often interconnected. Daninsky's lycanthropy had a different origin in
each film (which many Naschy film buffs find confusing). This was probably for the best, since in the 1970's, Euro-horror films were often
theatrically distributed years after they were completed, and they probably would've all been released out of chronological order anyway.

Only eleven of the 12 "Hombre Lobo" films actually exist today. All traces of the 1968 "Nights of the Wolf Man" apparently vanished
before the film was ever released, and it remains a mystery to this day whether or not the film ever really existed at all in a completed
form. (The producer of the film, one Rene Govar, is said to have died in a car accident in Paris a week after the film was completed, and
no one ever picked up the lab bill that was outstanding. Hence it is thought the people who owned the lab may have confiscated the
film print. Naschy claimed he only became aware decades later that the film had never been released anywhere.) Some Naschy fans

think the film was scrapped by the producer before it was completed and
the script was later rewritten to become the 4th film in the series, "Fury of
the Wolf Man" (1970). This is possible since Naschy himself vaguely
remembered both films as having almost the same exact plot!

Naschy's only other recurring character was the villainous medieval warlock
Alaric de Marnac (who appears in Naschy's Horror Rises From the Tomb
(1972) and returns to life again in Panic Beats (1982)). Naschy claims he
based this character on a real-life medieval nobleman named Gilles de Rais,
a bizarre serial killer on whose life story Naschy also based the lead
character in his 1974 film The Marshall From Hell.
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Mark of the Wolf Man
The Hombre Lobo series (featuring the Waldemar Daninsky character)

Naschy's twelve "Hombre Lobo" movies are not a series in the strictest sense. They
seem to be a collection of unrelated plotlines, but all of which involve a werewolf
named Waldemar Daninsky. Both "Fury of the Wolfman" and "Curse of the Beast" refer
to an origin involving Waldemar's being bitten by a yeti, but other films present him
with entirely different origin stories. The fact that these films have also been retitled by
the various film distributors many times over the years only adds to the confusion.
Despite the numerous plot inconsistencies and convoluted flashbacks, however,
Naschy's Wolf Man series as a whole is still considered his most famous work by most
of his many fans.

In order of production, the "El Hombre Lobo" films are as follows:

1. La Marca del Hombre Lobo/ "Mark of the Wolf Man" (1968) (aka "Frankenstein's
Bloody Terror" and "Hell's Creatures") – originally filmed in 3-D

2. Las Noches del Hombre Lobo/ "The Nights of the Wolf Man" (1968) – this is
apparently a lost film today, but Naschy insisted that it was made; some film
historians think perhaps that it was never completed.

3. Los Monstruos del Terror/ "The Monsters of Terror" (1969) (aka "Assignment
Terror", aka "Dracula Vs Frankenstein", aka "The Man Who Came From Ummo")

4. La Furia del Hombre Lobo/ "Fury of the Wolf Man" (1970) released in 1972
5. La Noche de Walpurgis/ "Walpurgis Night" (1970) (aka "The Werewolf vs. the

Vampire Woman", "Blood Moon", or "Werewolf's Shadow") – This was Naschy's
most famous (and highest-grossing) horror film

6. Dr. Jekyll y el Hombre Lobo/ "Dr. Jekyll and the Wolf Man" (1971)
7. El Retorno de Walpurgis/ "The Return of Walpurgis" (1972) (aka "Curse of the Devil")
8. La Maldicion de la Bestia/ "Curse of the Beast" (1975) (aka "Night of the Howling Beast", "The Werewolf and the Yeti" or "Hall of the

Mountain King")
9. El Retorno del Hombre Lobo/ "Return of the Wolf Man" (1980) (aka "The Craving") – One of Naschy's favorite werewolf films
10. La Bestia y la Espada Magica/ "The Beast and the Magic Sword" (1983)
11. Licántropo/ "Lycantropus: The Moonlight Murders" (1996) (aka "The Full Moon Killer")
12. Tomb of the Werewolf (2004) – This film was shot in Hollywood by Fred Olen Ray & co-starred Michelle Bauer

Death

The only horror film actor who ever portrayed Dracula, The Mummy, Frankenstein, Fu Manchu, the Hunchback, Rasputin, a Warlock, a
Zombie, a medieval Inquisitor and a Serial Killer (not to mention a Werewolf in 15 different films!), died on November 30, 2009 from
pancreatic cancer in Madrid. Paul Naschy will surely be remembered as one of the most prolific and truly dedicated horror film actors in
cinematic history.
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The Beast Must Die

The Werewolf

In Brief
This delightful Amicus horror / mystery crossover stars Calvin Lockhart as the white
polo neck wearing great black hunter who ssummons six guests to his huge country
estate which he has rigged up with video cameras and a high-tech security system. He
informs them and his surprised wife that they are all to stay over a weekend and that
all of them will be kept on the estate during that weekend. For each guest, dead bodies
have followed in their wake and the way that the dead have been murdered means
that one of the guest is a werewolf and Tom has summoned his guests here to discover
who it is and to hunt it down... But who is the wolf: Peter Cushing? Anton Diffring?
Charles Gray? Michael Gambon? Some other slumming thesp? Pit your detective skills
against Lockhart’s in the notorious “werewolf break”.

Year | Country of Origen | Running Time 

Since humankind crawled out from the liquidly shores of the sea, the social gathering has been
a staple of the household mores of the bourgeoisie. The wail of invitation, the echo of RSVP, the
congregation of like-minded people intent on passing an evening in the pursuit of small talk
and trivial toasts, all enclosed within the most ornamented of cages. What could go wrong?
Well plenty, if cinema’s anything to go by.

Renoir suffered a quandary or two when surveying the Rules of the Game, with cordiality
rapidly evaporating in the midst of a plethora of misunderstanding. Festen’s family reunion
wasted little time turning sour as truths were unveiled and vexation became sutured to the
grimace of just about everyone. The Exterminating Angel’s dinner party descended into
savagery when hosts and guests alike became mysteriously incarcerated in the dining room.
Hell, look what happened when the good-natured Han invited folks around his pad in Enter the
Dragon – some little sprite from Hong Kong wrecked the furniture, broke the toilet and ended
up killing the host!

In The Beast Must Die, a wealthy hunting-enthusiastic by the name of Tom Newcliffe invites six
individuals to his grand country mansion. Expecting a relaxing couple of days gazing at the
finest green pastures the British landscape has to offer, and maybe taking the time to peruse
that Chekhov that’s been gathering dust for a while, the sextet are alarmed to learn that
Newcliffe has other motives in amassing their bodies in his abode. His moustache quivering,
he announces that he reckons one of them to be a werewolf – and not only that, for he has
arranged this shindig with the express purpose of kindling a transformation in order that he
may exercise his skills in the hunting arts. With an estate overflowing with CCTV, sound transmitters and motion sensors, and a full moon
hovering into position above, he’s primed to gun-down one of nature’s most elusive shaggy-haired canines.

And thus begins a crazy game of Guess the Werewolf – a game not simply played out in the film world. The Beast Must Die opens with
a call directly to the audience to participate in this sport of elimination. Against a murky black, a croaking voice spits out a challenge to
eager would-be detectives to test out all those supposedly-dormant abilities, talents hitherto suppressed by 9 to 5 and income tax. But
now, go ahead, be Sherlock, be Kojak, be Marlowe, be Burt Reynolds in Cop and a Half, all your dreams can now be realised, and minus
the risk of having your throat jettisoned to the opposite side of the room. The narrative even ceases for a moment towards the
denouement so that a reminder can be issued from the off-screen voice, a teasing slice of “have you worked it out yet”, followed by a thirty-
second countdown in which each possibility is flashed into the frame for a few seconds. Sure, it’s slightly naff, but you have to admire
the filmmakers for shaking it up a tad and having fun.

Aside from these extradiegetic sequences, much playful frolicking is done in the film as Newcliffe runs around causing his guests a
mixture of irritation and unease. His favourite games for the dinner-table revolve around having his unassuming company clench a silver
candlestick in their hands, then producing a large wolfsbane plant, making sure its spores thoroughly infest the air (apparently this herb
induces a panoply of subconscious urges in the psyche of a werewolf ), and finally forcing his visitors to place a silver bullet in their
mouths (this is as a consequence of vicious hearsay that in the previous silver-related test possible hand-protection could have slyly
been applied destroying any validity the test would otherwise have had – somewhere a biomedical scientist intoxicated on the double
blind test is crying). If you were expecting an ounce of the wondrous tension generated by the blood-test in The Thing, then you’d be in
for a smack of disappointment across the jowls. Clearly the silver motif is overused. Surely something less trite could have replaced one
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The Beast Must Die
of those tests, perhaps a group screening of Underworld and Van Helsing – the first to explode
in a cataclysmic rage of teeth and snarls, drool and ferocity, will be the…ah no, actually, on
second thoughts they might not be the best products of cinematic lycanthropy to try and expose
potential wolf-men or -women.

Anyway, what about those potential werewolves? Who are the residents of this affluent
gunslinger’s elaborate hunt?

Frankly, a bunch of anons and Peter Cushing. Well alright, that’s unfair. There is Michael Gambon,
who in recent years has been spotted in various films of varying success, and Charles Gray. But
it is Cushing’s charisma that obscures all else. He plays an anthropologist called Dr Lundgren –
who as well as being an expert in werewolves, is a wizard on the chess board. His helpful titbits
of knowledge are always forthcoming; he’s what Claude Levi-Strauss could have been had the
Frenchman redirected his analyses to the savage minds of werewolves and other assorted
anthropo-hairballs. The way in which Dr Lundgren explicates the biological processes that occur
when the change from human to werewolf commences is one of the highlights of this film, his
charming oration both soothing and educating, his careful pronunciation of each syllable in the
word “Transmogrification” the typification of preciseness. His inquisitive glances and gentle
demeanour are perfectly homologous to his namesake’s own tender manoeuvres in Universal
Soldier – only the latter had more ears slung around his neck.

However, a few words of praise need to be siphoned off in the direction of Calvin Lockhart, whose
hyperbolic performance as Newcliffe is on a level of light-hearted jollity similar to that of the film
as a whole. He jogs through the film like a quasi-Shaft, paranoid and athirst for some rifle action.
Lockhart would later go on to play King Willie in Predator 2, that dreadlocked Rasta who donates
his head to the predator’s skull collection. He didn’t get much action in that film – probably still
shattered after all the running he did in The Beast Must Die. Soon as news came that someone
wasn’t in their room, or a sensor in the grounds picked up some activity, he’d burst out the patio
and hit the woods for some exploration in the shadows, some slithering over and under branches
in the unadulterated black of night. It’s possible that had he received help from the inept crew
feasting on his hospitality, or even had a few lights shone on the scene, he might have been able
to mount some sort of defence against Danny Glover’s foe.

A number of tropes thrust the film away from its natural home of horror. It’s not only Lockhart’s
afro and badass attitude that hint at blaxploitation, but the electro-jazz-funk soundtrack also
makes one envision snappy, multicoloured suits, slick lines of dialogue and more reams of cool
than could possibly be signified by a mere four-letter word. Shots from a helicopter as it zooms
over the rural scenery underlie the opening credits, whilst a thundering spasm of wah-wah
bumps and jerks its way into our auditory fields, like some sort of anglified Starsky and Hutch. It’s
the type of rhythmic shuffle that would nowadays have cheques brandishing several zeroes
dedicated to their recreation.

The Beast Must Die might not be up to the quality of Amicus’ portmanteau flicks (Dr Terror’s
House of Horrors being a case in point), but it is nevertheless enjoyable, and does continue on
the lineage of that fine production house. The contemporary setting, the self-aware daftness,
the campy absurdity, all factors that distinguished Amicus from its more straight-faced rival
Hammer. The interstitial turmoil is given a splendid sheen of car chases and exaggerated
mannerisms, never allowing the narrative to travel over to the foreign territory of seriousness –
and all the better for it, last thing we want to see is a mid-70s British horror going all solemn and
falling into laments of sincerity.

Since then, director Paul Annett has gone on to direct a number of episodes of BBC’s number
one soap, Eastenders. Surely it’s only a matter of time before Phil Mitchell sprouts hair on the
back of his knuckles and goes on a carnivorous rampage down at The Arches. What a joyous
plot twist that would be!

Aaron Fleming
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Wolfen

The Werewolf

Synopsis
After attending the groundbreaking of a real estate development he’s building in the
impoverished South Bronx, industrialist Christopher Van Der Veer stops off with his
wife in Battery Park, where Van Der Veer’s ancestors built the first windmill in New
York. Stalked by an unseen predator with four legs and highly acute senses, the couple
are quickly attacked and killed. Their driver has his hand severed before he’s able to
get off a shot.

Haggard detective Dewey Wilson (Albert Finney) receives a page from his
commanding officer (Dick O’Neill) and is dispatched to the crime scene: “It’s very weird
and it’s very strange, just like you.” A coroner named Whittington (Gregory Hines) – full
of grisly facts, like how long a severed head can remain conscious – finds no trace of
metal on the victims’ wounds. The high-tech security firm protecting Van Der Veer
pairs Dewey with their own expert, psychologist Rebecca Neff (Diane Venora).

USA | 1981 | 115 minutes

Counterterrorism tactics fails to net a suspect, but when the predator attacks a
vagrant in the South Bronx, hairs found at both crime scenes indicate the killer is
the same. Dewey and Rebecca visit a zoologist named Ferguson (Tom Noonan) who
reveals the hairs belong to “canis lupis.” A wolf. Dewey’s suspicions lead him to Eddie
Holt (Edward James Olmos), former member of the Native American Movement.
Holt spends his time on top of bridges and claims to be able to shape shift into
different animals.

Ferguson maintains that wolves were wiped out in the east a century ago, along
with the buffalo and Indians. “Wolves and Indians evolved and were destroyed
simultaneously. They’re both tribal, they look out for their own, they don’t
overpopulate and they’re both superb hunters.” It becomes obvious that something
out there is preying on New Yorkers. Dewey and Whittington arm themselves with
night vision and go hunting in the South Bronx, but discover they’re up against
something more than a pack of wolves.

Production history
The Wolfen was the 1978 debut novel by Whitley Streiber. The book opened with
the deaths of two police officers and focused on the efforts of cranky detective
George Wilson and his young partner Becky Neff to track down the killers. They
discover a pack of highly intelligent wolves preying on the castoffs of society. The
wolves are also willing to kill to keep their existence secret. Streiber’s agent showed
her husband – producer Rupert Hitzig – an advance copy of the book, which Hitzig
bid on and won the screen rights to.

With the property set up at Orion Pictures, Hitzig offered the directing job to Michael Wadleigh, a talented documentary filmmaker best
known for Woodstock. To adapt a screenplay, the studio was interested in Oliver Stone. When Hitzig and Wadleigh met with the Academy
Award winning screenwriter in Rome, Stone didn’t care for the environmental approach they wanted to take with the story. David Eyre
was brought in to write the script with Wadleigh instead.

Over the course of shooting, Wadleigh fell behind as many as six weeks. Notified by the studio that he had five days to finish, Wadleigh
submitted a four hour and four minute assemblage with thirty six “scene missing” cards inserted. He was fired. Hitzig assumed directing
duties for thirty days of reshoots, including the solarized “Wolfen vision” shots with Steadicam creator Garrett Brown operating the
camera. John Hancock was brought in to finish the movie due to DGA regulations. Wadleigh never directed a feature film again.

Opinion
Wolfen was released in July 1981 between The Howling and An American Werewolf In London, but it’s a testament to the strength of the
finished film that not only is it as great as those two genre classics, but it spins the werewolf movie off in completely innovative and
exciting directions. Seen today, it plays like a big budget season finale of The X-Files, establishing strong performances from its cast,
some ghoulish autopsy scenes, a weird mystery and incredibly vivid atmosphere.

Instead of reducing itself to a creature feature, serial killer thriller or cop procedural, the script is an artful combination of all three, layering
a deeper message about man’s precarious relationship with the environment. Wolfen has a bold visual sheen and breathtaking production
value as well, with key sequences shot atop the George Washington Bridge and in the ruins of South Bronx. The cast shines, particularly
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Wolfen
Gregory Hines in his screen debut. A 27-year-old composer named James
Horner replaced Craig Safan on short notice and produced a rousing musical
score. (Joe Valdez)

What set's Wolfen apart from all its werewolf picture cohorts is the allegorical
tale at its centre, the fate of the "Wolfen", once the masters of their eminent
domain, now reduced to living in squalor as the victims of the white-man's
urban decay, is paralleled with that of the Native American (Indian), driven
out and down in a Caucasian dominated society - and much of this intuitive
element is down to a clever script by David Eyre and Woodstock director
Michael Wadleigh. The linear plotting contains much that is relatively standard
fare, police procedural elements, the cliché 'growing attraction/relationship'

between male and female lead, and the by now de-rigueur 'unorthodox coroner' who demonstrates complete indifference to the more
ghoulish or even the more reverential aspects of his job, but in drawing in the deeper observations on show, Wolfen is elevated beyond
the mere status of 'supernatural/creature-feature thriller. Oddly enough, when director Michael Wadleigh delivered his first cut of Wolfen
to the execs at Warner Brothers back in 1981, they took one look and recoiled in horror; "Oh My God(!)-A horror movie with a social
conscience", and promptly unleashed a battery of editors upon it. This resulted in a version with no Indians, one with no wolves and one
with no terrorists (urban terrorists also feature within the film's scenario), until commonsense prevailed and Wadleigh's original version
was allowed out onto general release, whereupon it promptly went belly-up in the States, obviously containing too much in the way of
taxing cerebral requirement for the average American theatre-goer to ingest at a single sitting.

A beautifully lensed picture, Wolfen captures the look and feel of New York circa late 70's/early '80's in a way few other films have ever
managed, and the effective camera-trickery that gives us "Wolfen-Vision" is almost dream-like and effective in sustaining the atmospherics
of the attack sequences. Wolfen is refreshingly subtle in its depiction of the titular character and intelligently restrained in its depiction
of the attacks themselves. The film carries too much intelligence to be undermined it might've been had it been allowed to degenerate
into a bloodbath during the attacks and their aftermath. The playing is perfectly adequate, the script literate and sharp, whilst Wadleigh's
direction is stylish and assured. Easily the best of its subgeneric strand, only Landis' wonderful, but totally different An American Werewolf
in London comes even close, Wolfen is an essential choice for those who enjoy intelligent thrillers as opposed to blood-splattering slice
and dice and braindead horror films. (Dr. Obrero)

Michael Wadleigh
Michael Wadleigh (born September 24, 1942) is an American movie director and cinematographer renowned for his groundbreaking
documentary of the 1969 Woodstock Festival, Woodstock.

A native of Akron, Ohio, Wadleigh entered films in his early twenties as a cinematographer on independently-produced low-budget
films David Holtzman's Diary and I Call First (both 1967), and My Girlfriend's Wedding (1969). Billed as Michael Wadley, he gained notice
for his work from critics who followed independent and underground films, but the films, primarily aimed at a specialized and
counterculture audience, brought him no financial success.

In April-May 1969, Wadleigh undertook the monumental task of documenting the rock music festival scheduled in the vicinity of
Woodstock, New York on August 15-18. He arrived on the site in Bethel with over a thousand reels of film and a crew of several camera
operators. The finished product was said to have consisted of about 120 miles of footage which, over the next months, was edited down
to 184 minutes. Warner Brothers, the film's primary financial backer, released it on March 26, 1970.

The film, which reportedly cost $600,000 to produce, earned over $50 million in the United States and more millions from foreign rentals,
but due to a complicated arrangement with Warner Brothers, Wadleigh received only a small percentage of the profits. Woodstock stands
as a milestone in the documentary film field, receiving an Academy Award for Documentary Feature at the 1971 ceremony.

Janis, a 1974 documentary about Janis Joplin, gave Wadleigh credit as cinematographer for
his archive footage, but it would be eleven years after the release of Woodstock before he
received his next and, last to date, directorial credit. Wolfen, a unique 1981 horror
phantasmagoria based on the novel by Whitley Strieber, was praised for its dreamlike nature
and striking visual quality, but despite a top-notch star turn from Albert Finney, turned out
to have been too offbeat for the general public to achieve financial success. Wadleigh also
wrote the Wolfen screenplay and has a bit part as "Terrorist Informer."

In August 1994, twenty-four years after its original showing, a 228-minute "director's cut" of
Woodstock was released, and in 1999, another Woodstock-based documentary, Jimi
Hendrix: Live at Woodstock gave Wadleigh another archive footage credit for
cinematography. (Wikipedia)
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Ginger Snaps

The Werewolf

In Brief
In the quiet town of Bailey Downs, two disaffected sisters, Brigitte and Ginger, share a very
morbid bond. They're trying everything they can to avoid normality (which is the enemy,
naturally). They fake grandiose suicide scenes and talk about death, murder, and other
topics that we normally only watch films about. However, Ginger is growing up, and
growing away from her sister; this is only natural. What isn't natural is that she's also been
bitten by a werewolf and is becoming one herself. Interestingly enough, she has been
struck by a dual curse: she started menstruating the same day that she was bitten. Since
both her personal cycle and the cycle of the full moon are 28 days and the phrase “it’s that
time of the month” takes on a whole new meaning. 

This clever Company of Wolves-inspired Canadian feminist horror thankfully remembers
that gender politics and psychoanalytic subtexts do not in themselves a good werewolf
film and doesn’t stint on the thrills and chills.

Canada | 2000 | 108 minutes

"Let's forget the Hollywood rules," says a character in the Canadian werewolf
movie "Ginger Snaps," and the picture takes his advice. "Ginger Snaps," which
was directed by John Fawcett from a clever, canny script by Karen Walton, is
one of the smartest and funniest horror movies since the '80s high points of
"Near Dark," "Parents" and "The Stepfather." It's not quite in a class with those
should-have-been classics, but it's damn close. It's got a real emotional punch.

In a perfect world, "Ginger Snaps" would be just the sort of thing that
teenagers looking for a fright fix could see at their local multiplex. Bluntly
funny about the teenage black humor and death wishes that grow out of
boredom, it's also just the sort of movie that gives authority figures the
heebie-jeebies.

"Ginger Snaps" had the bad fortune to be in pre-production at the time of the
Columbine shooting (and another school shooting in Alberta, Canada). When
word got out that Canada's federal film-funding agency, Telefilm Canada, had
backed the project, the Toronto Star exploited the public fear and shock over the shootings and announced that the Canadian
government was funding what it derisively described as a teen slasher movie. A predictable barrage of debate followed, finally silenced
by the film's release to critical acclaim, and its winning one of Canada's Genie Awards. "Ginger Snaps" was also a critical hit in the U.K.,
though it's only just reaching America, and in a limited theatrical release. The good news, though, is that the movie is also just coming
out on DVD, so if it's not playing in your area, you'll still be able to see it.

The teenagers in "Ginger Snaps" aren't the perky and buff victims-in-waiting of most teen horror movies. Sixteen-year-old Ginger
(Katharine Isabelle), with her red hair and almond-eyed, screw-you stare, and her 15-year-old sister Brigitte (Emily Perkins), sloughing
around in baggy mohair sweaters and peeking out from her long black bangs like the love child of Patti Smith and Dwight Frye, are a
pair of goth outcasts, despised by nearly all the other kids in their suburban Ontario high school. Cocooned in the bedroom they share
(a cross between an industrial garage and a family crypt), Ginger and Brigitte wallow in their general disdain for everything around them:
the classmates who torment them and whose deaths they cheerfully imagine; their chipper, flower-arranging mom (Mimi Rogers); their
dull, sterile town.

Just about the only thing that rouses them is death: Their pact to kill themselves, together, while they're still young, and their school art
project, a series of photos taken by Brigitte of Ginger in various and gruesomely staged deaths. (Those pictures are one of the multiple
puns of the title.)

In other words, these two are the kind of kids whose "unhealthy" obsession causes parents and teachers to fret, and the kind who are
immediately recognizable to anyone who didn't spend their high-school years as part of the in crowd. Ginger and Brigitte have formed
such a close bond that they've effectively shut out everything else. They haven't even started menstruating yet, as if they'd found a way
to transport themselves to their own gloomy Neverland.

The movie's central metaphor -- and its sick joke -- comes when Ginger does finally get her period, and is immediately attacked by a
werewolf. She survives, but examining herself back at home she notices the scars have already started to heal. And there's more: Little
silvery hairs sprout from those scars. The link between lycanthropy and menstruation was first made in a "Buffy" episode a few years
back when Willow is explaining to her werewolf boyfriend Oz that he's not the only one affected by the cycles of the moon.
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Ginger Snaps
"I get a little cranky every 28 days," she tells him. In "Ginger Snaps," lycanthropy works
as the same metaphor for adolescence that telekinesis did in "Carrie" and "The Fury,"
though the correlations are even more direct: hair growing in strange places,
uncontrollable urges, the simultaneous desire to be accepted and to revel in being an
outsider. One of the movie's best jokes comes when Ginger is in the bathroom shaving
the werewolf hair off her legs and she notices a claw growing out of her ankle. When
her mother walks in without knocking Ginger pulls the shower curtains shut. Says her
mom: "You don't have anything I haven't seen before."

Ginger's transformation into a werewolf also works as a metaphor for the growing
pains that drive teenage friends apart. Ginger and Brigitte have nothing but contempt
for the boys who lust after Brigitte's ripe, Amazonian build. But to Brigitte's dismay, the
bite of the wolf puts her sister's hormones into overdrive and soon she's vamping
down the school hallways in short skirts and clingy tops, flirting with every boy who
looks her way.

When Ginger rolls in from a date, Brigitte finds her with her mouth covered in blood.
Ginger explains, "I've got this ache, and I thought it was for sex, but it's to tear
everything to fucking pieces." That's probably as good a summation of the predatory
nature of teenage sexuality as any. Movies aren't good because they're morally
responsible (the most well-intentioned movies are often the dullest), but "Ginger
Snaps" knows exactly what to make of its violence. When Ginger is screaming for her
life as she's attacked by that werewolf and Brigitte is frantically trying to save her, you
can sense that their suicide fantasies are so much bored bluster. Starting with nihilistic
teenage fantasies, "Ginger Snaps" moves Ginger and Brigitte to a place where they

have to confront the shock of real violence and real death.

The heart and guts of the movie is the relationship between the two sisters, and Brigitte's determination, with the help of the local
pretty-boy pusher (Kris Lemche, appealingly laid back) to find a cure for Ginger. That puts much of the movie's emotional burden squarely
on Emily Perkins' fragile shoulders. The beauty of her performance is in the way Brigitte moves from hero worship to independence as
she tries to hang onto her sisterly bond. She moves the character from frightened goth mouse to something like the little werewolf
hunter who could. And she's got the movie's most quietly unnerving moment: trying to share her sister's new hunger by lapping up the
blood of a slain friend. Perkins plays the scene as someone right on the cusp between normalcy and darkness; it's the movie's tense
high point, a few unpredictable seconds when all bets are off.

The whole movie is a duet between Perkins and Katharine Isabelle's Ginger. Paul Jones' makeup gives Ginger's transformation a great
look: sharp, sturdy fingernails, incisors that peek teasingly out of the corners of her smile, and punky silver streaks running through her
red hair. Isabelle gives a performance that's reckless even as she never loses her control as an actor. Instead of treating Ginger's blood
lust as the equivalent of a Halloween costume, she plays it as a deep, unquenchable longing. When she's holding onto her bed frame
howling as Brigitte pierces her navel, she seems less monstrous than fulfilled, and that's the key to the movie's horror and its shivery,
hormonal thrills. "Ginger Snaps" never loses sight of the tormented sisterly relationship at its center, and wraps it up in the gorgeous and
morbid pietà of the final shot.

Karen Walton's script has obviously been written with an eye toward avoiding the way teenage girls are usually portrayed in horror films
as nubile scream queens. She's written a genuinely feminist horror movie. Walton writes a distinctive brand of mordant, deadpan humor,
and Fawcett has directed the actors to play it so straight that you may find it takes a while to tune in to the picture's black humor.

It's no small accomplishment to begin with a premise like this one and make a horror movie that's utterly free of camp. In the best
tradition of fantasy filmmaking, "Ginger Snaps" takes its premise seriously (which does not mean humorlessly) and mines the central
metaphor to make it seem inevitable rather than obvious. Fawcett works with real tact. The movie is bloody to be sure, but he manages
to suggest the attacks rather than showing them, often just giving us glimpses of the
aftermath. He and the cinematographer Thom Best have given the picture a look that's dark
but not gloomy. There's a night-blooming steeliness to "Ginger Snaps" and, in the daylight
scenes, a sense of impermanence, of a world momentarily reprieved from the dark desires
of nighttime.

The resolution goes on a bit longer than it should, draining some tension out of the movie.
But overall that's a niggling flaw. "Ginger Snaps" is a small knockout. While I'm sorry it's
taken so long to be released here, the timing is, in one way, fortunate. Opening the week
before Halloween, the movie is the sort of treat that a set of particularly brainy people have
dreamed up for our goodie bags. 

Charles Taylor - www.salon.com
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